Seven Bank, Ltd.,Increase, and Focus on New Businesses while Strengthening Existin
g Businesses as Social Infrastructures
Seven Bank, Ltd.,held on May 11, 2020, provides a briefing on financial results fo
r the year ended March 31, 2020.
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Yasuaki Funatake President and Representative Director, Seven Bank, Ltd.
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< About today's announcement >

Mr. Yasuaki Funatake: This is the Funatake of Seven Bank, Ltd. Thank you very muc
h for attending today. Due to the problem of the spread of the novel corona viruse
s, we will use a telephone conference format, and we may have difficulty hearing i
t, but we would like to forgive you.
Now, I would like to explain the financial results for the fiscal year ending Marc
h 31, 2020 and the policy for future initiatives in accordance with the materials.
This is the second page of the material. Due to the worldwide expansion of the nov
el coronavirus infections, it is difficult to estimate the future appropriately an
d rationally. Therefore, the announcement of the new medium-term management plan a
nd the forecast for the fiscal year ending March 31,2021 have not been determined
at this time. I am very sorry.
We would like to promptly disclose the impact of the novel coronavirus once it has
been ascertained to some extent, so we would like to wait for this time.

< Financial Results Digest >

Page 3. The summary of the financial results is shown in the summary of the financ
ial results. The left side is consolidated and the right side is non-consolidated.
Both consolidated and non-consolidated sales and profits increased. Ordinary incom
e and net income also increased.
On a consolidated basis, ordinary income declined by JPY900 million from the same
period of the previous fiscal year, but on an ordinary basis, we were able to achi
eve increases in both sales and profits.
In addition, equity-method affiliates recorded a loss of approximately JPY5 billio
n. The fact that Seven Pay Co., Ltd. and TORANOTEC Ltd. absorbed the losses of app
roximately JPY3 billion and JPY2 billion, respectively, totaling approximately JPY
5 billion and, on that basis, we were able to achieve these figures is probably a
result of our strong performance.
Dividends for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2020 are scheduled to be JPY5.50 at
the end of the fiscal year. Since we distribute JPY550 in the interim period, the
total annual amount is JPY11, and we will continue to distribute the same amount a
s in the year ended March 31, 2019.
As I mentioned earlier, the dividend for this fiscal year is undecided at this poi
nt. We will explain our policy of returning profits to returns again later.

< Income Statement (Consolidated) >

Page 4 shows the consolidated results of operations. As can be seen from the above
figures, equity in earnings of affiliates of approximately JPY4.7 billion was post
ed as ordinary income, putting pressure on ordinary income.

< Income Statement (Seven Bank)>

The figures on page 5 show the profit and loss of Seven Bank, Ltd. on a non-consol
idated basis. Ordinary revenues amounted to JPY120.2 billion, of which ATM commiss
ions amounted to JPY108.7 billion. As a result, ATM commissions received amounted
to 100.8% of the previous year.
Ordinary income was JPY45 billion, a steady increase of 104.6% from the previous y
ear.
There are 25,215 units installed at the end of the fiscal year at the bottom of pa
ge 5, an increase of 63 units from the end of the previous fiscal year. In the pas

t few years, the number of units sold has declined sharply from the previous year'
s increase, and the increase has been limited to 63 units.
The unit price was JPY130.9. The average number of transactions used was originall
y planned to be 89 per unit per day, but as I will explain later, the average numb
er of transactions used was 92.1, which is basically unchanged from the previous y
ear, partly due to a substantial increase in charges and other transactions relate
d to new settlements from the second half of FY2019.
The total number of transactions was 849 million. An increase of about 20 million
from 829 million in the previous fiscal year.
Incomes other than ATM commissions also remained almost unchanged.

< Income Statement (FCTI) >

Page 6 shows the status of FCTI in the United States. In FY2019, ordinary income c
ame to $254 million, ordinary expenses to $247.7 million, and ordinary income to
$6.3 million.
The number of ATMs installed at the end of the fiscal year was 10,886, a decrease
of approximately 2 thousand from the end of the previous fiscal year. This was due
to the restructuring of ATMs installed in locations other than the unprofitable Se
ven-Eleven stores, and the number of ATMs installed at the Seven-Eleven stores des
cribed below has steadily increased to 8,465 unit.
The average number of users is also steadily increasing. The total number of ATMs
used increased steadily to approximately 191 million, and the Group was able to st
eadily build a profitable business structure thanks to restructuring, including th

e consolidation and closure of business sites, and the liquidation of unprofitable
ATMs.

< Income Statement (Consolidated Subsidiaries) >

Page 7 shows the profit and loss of other consolidated subsidiaries. First is BBF
(Bank Business Factory, Inc.). As you can see, we are achieving steady growth in o
rdinary revenues of JPY157.3 million and ordinary income of JPY158 million.
About 2-thirds of these revenues are earned as Operations Center, but revenues fro
m external sources are also growing steadily. In the future, we anticipate the aut
omation of software robots in a variety of forms, and we believe this is an area w
here we can expect even greater growth.
The adjacent area is 7PS (Seven Payment Service, Ltd.). Unfortunately, our ATM bus
iness is still in the red, but the size of the deficit is steadily declining. Ordi
nary revenues and expenses were JPY115 million and JPY233 million, respectively, r
epresenting a loss of approximately JPY117 million. The penetration of ATM receipt
s is also progressing steadily (the extent of the loss is decreasing), and the num
ber of service contracts is 276.
Due to the impact of the novel coronavirus in March 2020, many events and other ca
ncellations were cancelled. In March and April, the number of cancellations has ro
ughly doubled compared to a typical year, as the demand for refunds for cancellati
ons has increased slightly.
After a round of payments, I think the number of contracted companies has been ste
adily increasing, and I think that we can expect a great deal from the widespread
recognition of the company through such events as refunds.

Outside Japan, the Indonesian ATMi is also growing steadily. As of the end of Dece
mber 2019, there were 200 ATMs installed, with ordinary revenues of JPY142 million
and ordinary income of JPY23 million. The average number of contracts is around 9
0.
I thought that ATMi could be affected by the novel coronavirus, but the number of
cases in Indonesia has been steadily increasing since then, even when reviewed mos
t recently.
In FY2019, we worked on a variety of new initiatives to diversify our business. We
have established 4 subsidiaries to establish bases in several business fields.
First, I was preparing to establish a subsidiary in April 2,019 to develop an ATM
business in the Philippines. In fact, all of the projects in the Philippines have
been suspended due to the problem of the novel coronavirus, so I think the start w
ill be considerably later than originally planned. At this point, I am preparing t
o proceed with the business as planned.
In June 2019, we established Seven Global Remit, Ltd. to expand our International
Money Transfer Service business in the form of non-bank-banks.
I was thinking of sending money to the Southeast Asian region, but partly due to t
he impact of the novel coronavirus, I think that those scheduled to start around t
he summer will be delayed around the autumn, but in the future, I will proceed wit
h overseas remittance centering on Seven Global Remit.
In July 2019, we established ACSiON,Ltd. This company is a joint venture with ISID
Corporation to develop so-called security services and certification services. We
believe that we can provide services with banks as early as May and June 2020.
Credd Finance, Ltd. was established in January 2020 as a joint venture with Shinse
i Bank, Limited. This company was established in conjunction with Seven Global Rem
it to provide overseas remittance and credit services to foreigners with the aim o
f developing a credit service for foreigners together with APLUS Co., Ltd.

<Financial Position (Seven Bank)/Shareholder Return>

There is no significant change in the balance sheet for financial position and sha
reholder returns. Almost as in the past.
Our policy is to return profits to shareholders. Although the dividend forecast fo
r this fiscal year has not been determined, there is no change in the policy of pa
ying stable and continuous dividends, with a minimum annual dividend payout ratio
of 40%, based on the dividend payment twice a year, which is the basic policy year
for shareholder returns.
I would like to improve our business performance so that we can execute it as effe
ctively as possible.
The results of operations for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2020 are as follows.
FY2019 was also the last year of our medium-term management plan. We have been wor
king on a 3-year plan covering 2017, 2018 and 2019. The next page is a review of t
he Medium-Term Management Plan.

< Review of Medium-Term Management Plan

(FY2017-FY2019)

>

Under the Medium-Term Plan, in order to expand our core business while realizing b
usiness diversification, we planned to accumulate revenues and profits in 3 years,
with ordinary revenues of +JPY40 billion and ordinary income of +JPY8 billion, as
shown in the table. The business environment surrounding convenience stores, parti
cularly Seven-Eleven, has changed significantly during the course of the 3-year pl
an, and the plans for new store openings have also changed significantly.
Unfortunately, we were unable to achieve our plan, partly due to the increased cha
nge in the business environment. The numerical targets were not achieved.
At the same time, we have been diversifying our businesses to build a foundation f
or long-term growth, and I believe that we have steadily built up these measures.
The first is to create a new style of ATM use. In the 3 years since 2017, we have
been streamlining and developing the foundations gradually. From the middle of FY2
019, however, the flower started to emerge and the number of smartphone transactio
ns and charge transactions grew significantly.
The second is the provision of new value through fourth-generation ATMs. We have b
een developing fourth-generation ATMs. Installation began in September 2019, and i
nstallation was proceeding smoothly.
Initially, we planned to install fourth-generation ATMs all over the Tokyo metropo
litan area by the time of the Olympics, but unfortunately, no parts from China hav
e been entered due to the impacts of the novel corona viruses. For this reason, pr
oduction is currently suspended, and we believe that we need to reexamine the inst
allation plan itself for the fourth-generation ATMs.
The third is the promotion of commercialization by subsidiaries and affiliates. In
order to diversify our business, we have made efforts to expand our business domai
ns by establishing subsidiaries and investing in new fields.
Although we were unable to achieve the numerical targets in the Medium-Term Manage
ment Plan, we believe that we were able to steadily implement measures to build a
foundation for long-term growth.

< Impact of Spread of Novel Coronavirus Infection >

This time, we had originally planned to announce a new medium-term management plan
at this financial results briefing, but due to the impact of the novel coronaviru
s, we cannot announce a medium-term plan, so we are not currently planning to anno
unce this plan, but I would like to talk about our policies for initiatives going
forward.
On page 10, I will explain a few of the circumstances surrounding the impact of th
e novel coronavirus.
The line graph in the middle of page 10 shows the trend in the average number of A
TM transactions since April 2019 compared to the same month of the previous year.
As can be seen, the year-on-year rate of change has been gradually increasing sinc
e July and August 2019.
As a result of the accumulation of charges by new payment service providers, the a
verage number of payments used has increased steadily, reaching 106.2% in February
2020. However, the outbreak of the novel coronavirus began in March 2020, and in M
arch the problem grew steadily to 101.2%. In April, however, the figure fell sharp
ly to 91.5% from the same month of the previous year.
The number of ATMs used in urban and nighttime holidays has declined significantl
y. Seven-Eleven stores, which account for the majority of the number of installed
vehicles, reported a slight decrease, but decreased by about 5% from the same mont
h of the previous year.
On the other hand, although it has been reported recently, the number of customers
in the food supermarket is increasing, and in fact, the number of ATMs used in the
group's food supermarkets is increasing by about 10%.

As a result of our policy to install ATMs in public places as well, we have instal
led ATMs in various places, such as stations, airports, and shopping centers. Unfo
rtunately, the number of passengers in such places has declined significantly, and
the use of ATMs has declined significantly. There are 515 ATMs in stations, but th
e number of stations ATMs used has declined significantly, decreasing by approxima
tely 50%.
As Seven-Eleven stores still account for the majority of stores (in places of inst
allation), overall sales have settled to around 91.5% of the previous year's leve
l.
Among the Seven-Eleven stores, there is a big difference between the Seven-Eleven
stores in central Tokyo and the Seven-Eleven stores in residential areas. In recen
t years, there have been economies on newspaper articles on the number of ATMs use
d by other banks, but approximately 5 percent (ATM usage) has decreased in the cen
ter of metropolitan areas.
On the other hand, since there are some residential areas, the entire city of Toky
o has not dropped down to that point. Conversely, I believe that the fact that we
have been establishing these facilities in various locations where people are fami
liar to us has contributed to the stability of our management to some extent.
Another major impact is that the procurement of components for the fourth-generati
on ATMs, as I mentioned earlier, has been delayed, and some of the replacement pla
ns have been delayed. However, existing operations are being operated in a stable
manner.
In addition, the number of ATMs installed at Seven-Eleven stores in the U.S. in th
e lower right corner is also affected by the novel coronavirus, and has been decre
asing by less than 2020 percent from the previous year compared to April in March
2020.
Under these circumstances, it is not possible to predict how the line graph will m
ove in the future. Although it is not clear how long the emergency declaration wil
l continue, we judged it very difficult to present the medium-term plan and the ou
tlook for the current fiscal year under the circumstances where the second and thi
rd wave are anticipated even if they are cancelled, and decided that this time we
have not decided. However, I would like to explain our policies for the future, an
d I will explain them from page 11 onward.

< Future Approaches (Basic Policy)>

The basic policy of the previous Medium-Term Management Plan was to realize busine
ss diversification while expanding our core business. There is no change in the po
licy of this major strategy. We will continue to diversify our business while expa
nding our core business. Rather, given the problem of the novel coronavirus, I thi
nk it is necessary to accelerate diversification.
In addition to fulfilling our mission as a social infrastructure, we will diversif
y our businesses and services and implement structural reforms that will enable us
to realize growth over the medium to long term.
Through these structural reforms, we intend to accelerate our efforts to diversify
our businesses and services by transforming our various internal business processe
s, work styles, and business management into new forms that are tailored to the ne
w environment.

< Future Approaches (Business Strategies) >

The direction of business diversification. As I have been talking about, as the Gr
oup has long said, we intend to firmly promote "response to change and thorough ad
herence to the basics." First, we will steadily evolve existing businesses to ensu
re thorough adherence to the basics.
As a social infrastructure, we do not know what the market will happen in the futu
re, and there may be major changes. However, we would like to strengthen the ATM m
arket as an automated teller machine with more than 25,000 ATMs.
Nevertheless, there is still some uncertainty in the market for gold deposits and
disbursements as cache-less and digitalization progresses.
We have been developing the “ATM+” (plus) world because ATMs can be used as a ne
w terminal other than for taking in and out money. In the future, however, we will
accelerate the shift to online and remote ATMs due to the novel coronavirus proble
m, and promote “ATM+” (plus).
Then is about new business areas. As for our domestic operations, we aim to develo
p the 5 business fields shown on page 12.
The
ial
and
can

first is individual financial products and services. By offering unique financ
products and services that are familiar and unique, customers hope to develop
provide new unique financial products and services that only Seven Bank, Ltd.
provide.

We will not only develop our own products on our own, but also pursue alliances wi
th new business partners. Among them, TORANOTEC Ltd. and others are among them. By
forming alliances with companies that provide unique products in the form of API c
onnections, we aim to enhance our individual financial products and services.
The second is financial services for resident foreigners. Unfortunately, due to th
e problem of the novel coronavirus, the influx of foreigners will slow down. Howev
er, in the long run, as Japan's population declines, I think that the structural p
art of Japan, in which it is forced to rely on the labor force of foreigners to gr
ow as a country, is not unrelated. I would also like to provide solid financial se
rvices to foreigners working in Japan.
We intend to firmly establish this business with Seven Global Remit, Ltd. and Cred
d Finance, Ltd. at the core.

The third is the BPO field. With the spread of telecommuting, remote work, and shi
fting work, I think the importance of automation is once again recognized. Bank Bu
siness Factory Co., Ltd. has already implemented RPA and is automating business pr
ocesses. By using these functions as infrastructure and providing them to a variet
y of businesses, we intend to further strengthen our office business.
We believe that the more remote we move, such as online and digital, the more we n
eed for security. For this reason, ACSiON,Ltd., a joint venture with ISID, has emb
odied security services and certification services, and hopes that these services
will be used by everyone as new infrastructures in the digital community.
The latter is the corporate sector. In the case of corporates, we are not loans to
corporations, etc. Rather, we would like to provide infrastructure for settlement
agency services centered on small-and medium-sized companies. In addition to the a
ctual fund transfer services currently being performed within the bank, we also of
fer functions such as real-time transfers.
In addition, by successfully combining the ATM receipts handled by Seven Payment S
ervice, Ltd. (7PS) and the settlement agency business of Metaps Payment Inc., whic
h is an investor, we would like to engage in the settlement of corporate transacti
ons centered on small-and mid-sized companies as 1 of our business fields.
In addition, overseas business. In addition to FCTI and ATMi, I just talked about
the Philippines. The Philippines has been slightly behind schedule, but there are
solid needs, so we will work toward commercialization.

< Future Approaches (Financial Strategy) >

The next page is our future financial strategy. Thanks to these efforts, we have a
solid financial base and an internal reserve of more than JPY200 billion. We will

make full use of this financial base, respond flexibly and flexibly to growth inve
stment opportunities, and accelerate and realize the aforementioned 5 fields and o
verseas businesses.
This time, I feel that there is "nothing we can do" in various ways, such as telec
ommuting without being able to cope with the problem of the novel coronavirus. At
this time, I would like to promptly respond to such issues as investment for impro
ving productivity, human resource development, and work style reform, and promote
structural reform.
Meanwhile, we have not decided on the dividend for this time as a stable sharehold
er return, but we will continue to work to ensure that our basic policy for return
ing profits to shareholders is unchanged.

< ATM Usage >

That is all. The following is a brief description of the reference material on pag
e 15. The dark green area shows the use of "deposit and savings financial institut
ions," and the light green area shows the use of "non-banks, etc." Non-banks and o
ther financial institutions are also involved in these transactions, including cha
rges by operating companies. As you can see, the number of transactions of "Deposi
t Financial Institutions" decreased for the first time in FY2019. This is about 9
7% of the previous year's level.
Conversely, the pale green area has increased significantly. The total number of c
ontracts reached 849 million, resulting in an increase in the total number of cont
racts. While there are some areas in which we do not anticipate how the transactio
n will evolve in the future, it is becoming difficult to grow the business of depo
sit financial institutions as in the past, and we will work to increase the number

of customers using ATMs by offering a steady stream of new services offered by ope
rating companies.
That's all, though briefly, but I'll finish my explanation. We will then move to t
he question and answer session.

[Question and Answer]
<Question and Answer: Among the internal reserves of JPY200 bil
lion, what is the usable amount?>

Questioner 1: Large 2 questions, please. First, please tell us about the impact o
f the novel coronavirus on the situation in Japan and overseas on page 10. Looking
first at Japan, the average number of users in April was 91.5% in Y-o-Y. If we loo
k more closely at the dates, what was the trend?
At the same time, I think it will be difficult, but what is your outlook for the a
verage number of transactions and unit prices going forward, and what is your thin
king at this point?
Regarding the United States, if the average number of transactions is around 80 pe
rcent in Y-o-Y when considering FCTI's profits, then the proportion of variable co
sts will be larger and funding costs will decline than in Japan. So should you und
erstand that the level is at which you can secure a surplus? This is the first que
stion.

The second question concerns the financial strategy on page 13. As I explained ear
lier, you said that you will respond flexibly to these 5 areas. How much of the JP
Y200 billion in internal reserves is available at this point?
Funatake: First of all, what happens when the average number of transactions in Ap
ril is broken down by day? In fact, the situation was around 95% before the announ
cement of an emergency situation in April, but after the announcement of an emerge
ncy situation was issued, it fell sharply, and ultimately the total figure as of t
he end of April was 91.5%.
As expected, the issuance of the Emergency Declaration has further restrained your
actions, and I think this is the situation.
Then, the average number of transactions is the number of transactions. If this is
read, the forecast for FY2020 could also be made. However, I think it is difficult
to predict what will happen to the Company in a honest manner.
However, as the figure was 91.5% in April, when you experienced it, we believe tha
t the 90% voluntary restraint of action will lead to a slight return if it is canc
elled, depending on what kind of action will be taken in the future.
However, it is unlikely that we will immediately return to our actions before the
announcement of the state of emergency. In this sense, even if we return a little,
it will be difficult to completely return to the situation of last year.
I think the unit price itself has not been affected by the novel coronavirus. Rath
er, I think that the issue of unit prices will change depending on how the proport
ion of transactions between non-banks and banks will increase or decrease.

If the proportion of transactions between banks declines and the proportion of tra
nsactions between non-banks and other financial institutions rises, I would have t
o think that the unit price will decline slightly.
Then, in the U.S. FCTI, although it is currently at around 80%, I think that we wi
ll be able to secure a surplus if various conditions, such as interest rates and c
lients, remain unchanged.

As I discussed investment opportunities on page 12, I would like to invest firmly
in the 5 fields of our domestic business, our overseas business, and the "ATM+ (Pl
us)" world.
Although it is difficult to say what the monetary amount will be, we have accumula
ted internal reserves that are beneficial to us, and the environment in which star
tups are located will probably change greatly. Under these circumstances, we will
look at the timing and respond flexibly.

<Question and Answer: Negative and Positive Changes in Post- no
vel coronavirus>
Questioner 2: I have two questions. The first point is that, in the term of March
31,2021, there will be a considerable downward pressure on the number of ATM user
s. However, please confirm what measures are available to be concretely taken duri
ng this period.
In terms of incomes, we believe that the equity-method loss of JPY4.7 billion will
dissipate and that the replacement of fourth-generation ATMs will curb costs as we
ll.

In terms of costs, how much downside potential can you see, and what other measure
s you expect to take during the current fiscal year, such as top-line and expense
s?
Looking at the second point and the post- novel coronavirus outlook, what are your
current views on the aspects that are likely to become negative compared to the pr
evious 1 and those that are likely to become positive from the perspective of the
president?
Funatake: Although we will not respond proactively to the countermeasures during t
he current fiscal year, in reality the burden of depreciation will be reduced as l
ong as the replacement of the 4th-generation ATMs is delayed. Rather than aggressi
vely implementing countermeasures, we intend to respond to new services by introdu
cing Type 4 at an early stage.
However, as there are some areas that we cannot do alone, in the end, the replacem
ent of type 4 will probably be slightly delayed and the expenses will be lower.
The development and replacement of the fourth-generation ATMs is scheduled to cost
approximately JPY70 billion as a whole, and the number of ATMs is 25,000, so if yo
u calculate it, you will know how much it will be per unit.
If you can think that this is a 5-year depreciation, if the 1000 units are pushed
back, you should think that the costs will be in the range of JPY500 million to JP
Y600 million.
Needless to say, we have been talking about the development of a new "ATM+ (plus)"
world, as a few scenarios. For example, we can't handle the "My Number" or we are
actually developing the product. If this is the case, we believe we can contribute
a little to the "Top Line" by the end of this fiscal year.
In addition, although it is unclear whether or not this period will be possible, t
he problem of the novel coronavirus may also affect the second problem, but I thin
k banks will be able to proceed with rationalization and take various steps before
taking action.
As part of this effort, I think that we will reconsider our ATM strategy, includin
g the replacement of ATMs. We believe that we can actively promote the replacement
of ATMs.

Second, I think that the Post- novel coronavirus world is in a position, but I thi
nk that the environment will continue to change greatly, such as remote, online, a
nd digitized, and unfortunately cashless.
In doing so, it is "negative" or "positive," but if we are focusing on our convent
ional ATM services centered on cash receipts and disbursements, we would probably
have to regard almost all of the items I have mentioned as negative impacts.
However, if we take the view that these changes cannot be stopped and that we ours
elves and our ATMs have to change, I think that in a sense this would be a positiv
e environment.
In that sense, as I explained earlier, if we can provide services such as "ATM+ (p
lus)" certification in the world, then if people who cannot immediately cope with
digitization can come to and authenticate ATMs, I think that if we can do so, we w
ill be able to become a bridge between digital and analog.
Or under the current status, I think that if the Japanese nation as a whole had be
en able to receive money through the My Number certification, the 100,000 yen in s
upport could have been given immediately, but there is a possibility that this kin
d of thing will move forward in the future at once.
In this sense, I believe that it will become easier for us to realize a variety of
"ATM+ (plus)" worlds that we are currently preparing.
As I mentioned earlier, the BPO world, security world, mid-sized companies, and sm
all and medium-sized corporations also need to respond to the needs of people with
remote, online, or automated systems.
Within this context, the need for security, automation of clerical processes, and
online payment agency services will increase, and I think that we will be able to
take full advantage of these needs.
In this sense, if it is said to be negative, there is a negative aspect, but we wo
uld rather take it positively and make it a business opportunity.

<Question and Answer: How likely is the negotiation of lower fe
es?>
Questioner 3: I have two questions. One is about the charge system. How much shou
ld we be aware of the possibility of negotiations to reduce fees and other fees in

the future? If we were to be aware of this, what should we be thinking about the t
ime horizon?
Second, I think there has been a change in the commission structure of Mizuho Bank
since March and Mitsubishi UFJ Bank since May. Would the impact of these changes a
nd the possibility that this trend will spread to other banks and regional banks?
Thank you in advance for the above two points.
Funatake: The problem of lowering the charge of the charge system has not yet been
1 year since the start of the negotiation, although it has been slowly lowering th
e value.
For this reason, we are saying, "Let's see how things are going for at least one y
ear." It is not possible to simply accept the negotiations for a reduction, so we
would like to consider it while looking at the leeway for 1 year.
The change in customer service fees at Mizuho Bank and Mitsubishi UFJ Bank was fol
lowed by a substantial decline in the number of cases at Mizuho Bank and Mitsubish
i UFJ Bank due to the impact of the novel coronavirus.
Frankly, it is not clear whether the impact of the novel coronavirus was due to a
change in customer commissions or the impact of a change in customer commissions.
As I mentioned earlier, however, the number of banks as a whole is decreasing cons
iderably, so in that sense, it is honest to know whether this is due to the impact
of customer commissions at this point.
Questionnaire 3: What is the trend for other banks to follow, including regional
banks?
Funatake: In addition, the effect of the novel coronavirus is overwhelmingly great
er, because the 2 banks do not differ significantly from the other banks (the degr
ee of decline in the number of cases), and it seems that the impact of customer co
mmissions is not yet visible.
Whether or not other banks will follow suit, however, is still not so significant
at this point in time, but as I explained earlier, this may be the case when banks
are considering a variety of factors, including their own rationalization.
Based on such facts, we will have to consider how we will respond to them from now
on. This is all.

<Question and Answer: What period was initially assumed for mon
etization of the 5 new businesses?>
Questioner 4: I would also like to ask you two things.

The first point is the business strategy shown on page 12 of the slide. It is said
that the novel coronaviruses may push a variety of things back from now on.
Please tell us how long it took for the new 5 businesses to monetize before the ou
tbreak of the novel coronavirus began when the new medium-term plan was formulate
d.
This is the second point. There was a talk that the replacement of the fourth-gene
ration ATMs will be delayed, so I think the capital and money that were planned to
be invested in that will be left out to some extent.
I would like to ask you to tell us whether you can swiftly allocate this amount to
other growth investments, such as those on page 12, or whether it will remain on h
and for a while.
Funatake: First, I would like to ask you about your business strategy. In our atte
mpt to diversify into new business areas, what kind of timeline we were thinking o
f returning to profitability in each area?
Roughly speaking, I was watching the market and thinking that if there were no pro
blems with the novel coronavirus, it would be possible to keep the balance between
3 and 4 years.
Some will be postponed by the effects of the novel coronavirus. Conversely, I thin
k there will be areas where the novel coronavirus will drive market expansion.

The second and fourth generation of ATMs. As I mentioned earlier, the replacement
of 25,000 units is lagging behind schedule, but basically we plan to complete the
replacement of them over the next few years.
Therefore, rather than spending the money this year for other fields, we intend to
spend it as wasteful money for the steady replacement work from the next fiscal ye
ar onward.

< Question and Answer: What are the major differences from the
initial assumptions in terms of TORANOTEC impairment ?>
Questioner 5: Two things, please. The first point concerns the introduction sched
ule for the fourth generation of ATMs. In the past, I think this was a speedy assu
mption, such as a 1-time introduction in about 3 years.
It is said that the procurement of parts is currently at a halt, but when you retu
rn to normal conditions, please tell us about your schedule as to whether you will
immediately introduce ATMs at the same pace as initially anticipated, or whether y
ou will introduce them at a moderate pace from 5 to 6 years.
This is the second point. TORANOTEC Ltd. is impaired this time. If we were to say
"the estimate was too sweet," that would be the end, but I would appreciate it if
you could comment to the extent that it would be acceptable to make a significant
difference from the original assumption.
Funatake: First, I would like to answer the schedule for the introduction of the f
ourth-generation ATMs. In fact, we planned to replace the products over the first
5 years or so.
Currently, the procurement of parts is slightly behind schedule, but what will be
done if it becomes possible to procure parts is still unchanged.
We are still considering whether to shift the schedule back and complete it in the
fifth year, and whether to gradually increase the number of units to be replaced e
ach year. It will take about 5 years, but I think it will depend on the developmen
t of new services rather than on money.
There is a service that can only be provided at the fourth generation ATMs. Photog
raphs and barcodes can be scanned with cameras only in the fourth generation of AT

Ms. If such services are rapidly expanding, I think that there will be a rapid rep
lacement in 3 years, regardless of whether we are focusing on 5 years.
If that happens, the annual investment plan will increase, but we have internal re
serves, so I think we can respond flexibly. This is an answer to the replacement s
chedule for the fourth generation ATMs.
Regarding the impairment of TORANOTEC Ltd. Originally, TORANOTEC Ltd. thought of i
t as 1 of the major contents of our personal services.
At that time, we thought that we would broaden our contact points with customers n
ot only through our bank accounts, but also through our group-wide "7pay" contact
points.
In this sense, we have invested JPY3 billion to develop 7pay, but unfortunately 7p
ay has stumbled in the same way as before.
As we planned to expand the services called Tranoco of TORANOTEC Ltd. in the midst
of the expansion of the 7pay, the 7pay stumbled, and the progress of the tranoco w
as delayed in the same way.
We postponed the plan along with 7pay, and accounted for the impairment in this wa
y. However, TORANOTEC's "TRANOCO" service creates a new world in which banks born
from convenience stores are unique in that they invest in fishing.
In addition, in the sense that we conduct various transactions with smartphones, I
believe that we will be able to drive the world of investment centered on smartpho
nes in the new world after the novel coronavirus.
This impairment was made, but the Group intends to continue its support as far as
possible. This is all.
Moderator: Thank you very much. Lastly, I would like to say one word from Funatak
e.
Funatake: Here is your boat bamboo. Thank you very much for joining us today by a
large number of people. Due to the impact of the novel coronavirus, it is difficul
t to anticipate the future. Therefore, we cannot present our FY2020 plan, dividen
d, and medium-term management plan, and we are very pleased. We would like to disc
lose the plan as soon as we can see the situation to some extent, so we would like
you to understand it.

There have been no major changes in the strategies implemented since the previous
medium-term management plan period. Rather, we need to further accelerate our effo
rts to diversify our businesses and reform our internal systems and systems with a
n eye toward the world of after novel coronavirus. Perhaps the world will undergo
a major change after the novel coronavirus.
This change will have a negative impact if we try to protect our traditional busin
ess, but I would rather take it positively and use it as an opportunity for us to
change our business model and work style.
We will respond to changes by boldly and flexibly changing what we need to change,
while firmly protecting what we need to protect. We look forward to your continued
support. Thank you so much for today.

